S. Africa's Vorster resigns; cites health

By BRIEGE SCHEMANN Associated Press Writer

PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) - Prime Minister Pieter W. Vorster resigned Wednesday for health reasons, 10 years after he was sworn in as the leading member of a coalition government that had been formed in a bid to end South Africa's racial segregation.

Vorster's announcement came just hours after the government faced a vote of no confidence in the National Assembly, though he said he had no plans to resign.

"I feel that my health has deteriorated very much," Vorster said in a speech to the National Assembly. "I have consulted many doctors and they all tell me the same thing."

Vorster's resignation was announced in a statement read by his deputy, Mr. Hendrik van der Vyver, who is also the finance minister.

Vorster had been prime minister since 1966 and had led the National Party to power in 1967. He was succeeded by his deputy, Mr. William G. W. Vorster, who has been acting as acting prime minister.

Vorster took office following the death of his predecessor, Mr. Andries B. van der Wende, who had died in office in 1966.

Vorster's resignation is the first major political change in South Africa since 1985, when the apartheid government was forced to dissolve both of its main political parties.

Vorster's resignation comes after a series of political victories for the opposition. Vorster's party has been in power since 1948 and has been accused of human rights violations and corruption.

Vorster said he had no plans to resign and would remain prime minister until a new prime minister is appointed.
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Rhodesian forces hit guerrilla bases

SAULSBURY, Zimbabwwe (AP) - Rhodesian forces hit guerrilla bases across the country before launching a major countrywide sweep in a new effort by President Ian Smith to end the guerrilla war, a defense command announced Wednesday morning.

The announcement said the targets were near-the-leftist guerrilla base in Mozambique and the nearest village of Robert Mugabe, the former leader of the African National Union of Robert Mugabe, who died in May of heart disease. Smith said the attack was to be the start of a new phase in the struggle against the guerrillas. Smith said the new offensive would follow the latest of the UN Security Council's resolutions, which ordered the rebels to give up their arms and return to the negotiating table. Smith said he would also call for all UN observers to be withdrawn from the country.

Vance presses pact acceptance

By ROBERT R. CULLEN

Assistant Press Secretary

State Department

ASSOCIATION

Washington, D.C. (AP) - Assistant Secretary of State for International Operations Charles W. Vance met with President Hafez al-Assad of Syria Wednesday to discuss a possible resolution of the Israeli-Arab conflict. Vance said that the two leaders had reached an agreement on establishing a peace conference to be held in Washington, D.C., early next month. Vance said that he and Assad had agreed to a joint statement to be released on Thursday.

Patrician motivated Park's favors

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former Korean

Rick dealer Tongan Park visited the

headquarters, but the federal court was

He has yet to be formally charged, and

The court has not made a decision on

Park's business interests. The court told

the Senate Finance Committee how

The former House Democrats, John M. McFall, D-Calif.,

backed the tax-cut plan proposed by

Bob Dole, R-Kan., even after

the measure was picked up the tab

for - and only - a $600 net set - in

Of course, it was

McFall, who is said to hold the No. 1 legislative position within House Demo-

crats, is in favor of the tax cut plan, but he would not vote for it unless his re-

requirements are met. The tax cut plan has the support of the House

leadership, but it is not clear whether it will pass the Senate.

Committee defeats tax-cut plan

WASHINGTON (AP) - A Republican

plan calling for automatic yearly tax

cuts is dead in the Senate Finance Com-

mittee. The proposal failed a Senate vote

by a narrow margin, and the committee

was deadlocked on the issue.

The plan, which was introduced by

Sen. Bill Young, R-Fla., would have

provided automatic tax cuts each year,

starting with a $500 cut in 1984 and

increasing by $100 each year thereafter.

The committee defeated the plan by a

vote of 11-10, with one senator abstaining.

Officials suspends choler cases

BAYON Rouge (AP) - The second

and third suspected cases of cholera

were reported Wednesday in southern

Louisiana, bringing the total number of

suspected cases to three. The cases were

reported by the Louisiana Department of

Health and Human Services and the Louisiana

Department of Health.

The first case was found in New

Orleans, and the second case was found

in Baton Rouge. The third case was found

in Lake Charles.

Carter promises tough inflation fight

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) - President

Carter told a telethon-style convention

Wednesday that he will announce a new

economic program to fight inflation.

"I will announce a program that is
directed at the heart of the problem," said

Carter. "We must face the fact that in

this country, inflation is not just a

minor problem, but a major problem."

The program, which will be

announced on Thursday, will call for

a new tax on the excess profits of

corporations and a freeze on the

prices of goods and services.

Carter believes Rowe indicted

HAYMARKET, Ala. (AP) - A grand

jury in Montgomery has indicted four

men for the murder of a civil rights

leader.

The men, Harvey Rowe, Arthur

Jones, Paul Lavine and Montgomery,

were indicted on Tuesday for the

murder of civil rights leader James

Lewis. The men are scheduled to

be tried in Montgomery on April

6.
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N-power in Lansing area questionable, board finds

By PAUL COX
State News Writer
If nuclear energy is to be used in the Lansing area's future power needs, many questions have to be answered.
That was the conclusion of a working party put on by the Citizens' Group for the Study of Light and Gas, which solicited the help of NRW Bank and American engineering consultants of Columbus, Ohio, today.
A report by the firm has recommended the possibility of LEN, but the working party believes it is not practical enough to be considered.
Mystery still surrounds disappearance of three E. Lansing-area women
Now law enforcement agencies remain puzzled by the disappearance of three women who last were seen in East Lansing the summer before.
There has been no word of the whereabouts of the three women since they were last seen.
The disappearance of the women was discovered last month by a local police department when a woman's body was found along the 1300 block of E. Lansing.
The women's bodies were never found by the police department,

Tax limitation proposals contested

By ANNE M. KENDIG
State News Writer
Efforts to place the annual lump sum and tax limitation issue on the November ballot were rejected by the Michigan State Court of Appeals.

Search team cuts field of presidential nominees

The search team of the Michigan University 71 president, which is working to select the new president of the university, has narrowed its field of candidates to 400 from the more than 1,000 who applied.

FORCES SERVICES CUTBACK
Board tightens budget

By MIRIAM A. BEACON
State News Writer
The budget for the Forces Services (military) will be cut by about 15 million dollars in the coming year.

President of ASMSU seeks student input

By W. R. JONES
State News Writer
ASMSU will hold a hearing on Monday evening to discuss the president's proposal to invite student input on the university's budget.

Correction

In the Wolverine, December 28 issue, it was reported that the University's budget is 12 million dollars, which was incorrect. The correct figure is 10 million dollars.
There is no way to justify triplets

Mideast peace is closer, but not assured

The Shah continues to forge his "religious" with blood

letters

Jones establishes

ASUAM priority

What happens if we stay healthy?

DOONEDBE

by Gerry Trudeau
Students fight heat, crowds

Temperatures soared both inside and out of the crowded MSU buildings this week as students battled long lines and scorching heat in an attempt to prepare for the upcoming school year. Preparing for classes has been a struggle for many, with overcrowding and lack of organization. The process of registering for classes has been exacerbated by the heat, with students reporting that they have been forced to wait in long lines for extended periods of time.

To add to the stress, several students reported that they have been unable to find classes that meet their needs due to the high demand for courses. Many students have had to wait in line for hours to find spots in the classes they need. The heat has made the process even more difficult, with many students reporting that they have been forced to stand in the sun for extended periods of time.

Despite these challenges, many students are determined to make the most of their college experience. They are determined to overcome the heat and find the classes they need to succeed. However, the process of registering for classes has been made more difficult by the heat, with many students reporting that they have been forced to wait in long lines for extended periods of time.

Photos by Deborah J. Burin
Story by Cathy Raymond
entertainment

The Who don’t sell out

BY DAVE MARTINO

A sound of important news about The Who has been in the air, too. New York Times, an entertainment writer, interviewed that reporter. "No, I don't think so," he said. "The Who and the band are busy preparing for their upcoming tour. They have been working on some new material, and are excited about the show they will be doing. The band is preparing for a new album that they hope to release soon. They are also planning to play some of their classic songs, but with a new twist.

The Who are known for their energetic performances and their ability to connect with their fans. The band has always been known for their intense and passionate live shows, and they are looking forward to bringing that energy to their upcoming tour. The band has been rehearsing for weeks, and have been working hard to perfect their music and their stage show.

The Who have always been a band that has pushed the boundaries of rock music, and they are looking forward to continuing that tradition with their new album and live shows. The band is excited to share their music with their fans once again, and they are looking forward to a successful tour.
Savoy Brown returns to the bar

By MICHAEL MCDERMOTT
State News Staff

Savoy Brown is coming to town. But the last time
they were here...

Simpletly is nothing new in rock and the
Savoy Brown's name is mentioned, almost always
in the same context: '70s rock. But there's also
a certain amount of nostalgia that goes with
the name of Savoy Brown. They've been around
for a while, and they have a certain following.
And they have a certain amount of credit for
their music, which has been influential on later
bands. But Savoy Brown is still a band, and they
should not be left on the sidelines.

Monday night's show at the Silver Dollar saloon
in East Lansing was a reminder of why Savoy Brown
is still a band. They were in town, and they were
playing. They were playing well, and they were
playing to a crowd.

Savoy Brown was always a bar band and Monday night they
were back in the bar. They knew how to do it and
they did it well, which may account for their longevity
in the business.

Savoy Brown has always been a bar band and Monday night they
were back in the bar. They knew how to do it and
they did it well, which may account for their longevity
in the business.

I've worked for the enter-
ertainment desk of the State
News since 1970 in varying capacities. Now, I'm
writing reviews for the State News.

As far as the rest of the
ike for that I've seen, but I'm
working for the State News.

What's in store and more

Dave Dimartino

All of which is to say
that I've been here some time,
and so has the music.
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ON--AND OFF--CAMPUS OPENINGS

Jobs there for those who look

By SUSAN TEMPERS

Staff writer

Jobs--for you and I are ready to be filled. Many companies are actively trying to hire employees, but the national job outlook still looks bleak. In the Dayton area, many small businesses are the only source of new jobs, and Anderson 6. Hutchinson is pictured above.

Openings

RUGGED WILDERNESS CAMPING

FOR RUGGED WILDERNESS CAMPING

If your idea of camping includes back-packing, hiking and climbing, we have the equipment and experts to help you get the most out of roughing it.

RAUPP Campfitters

BASS 100'S

THE HEIGHT OF COMFORT

Get your new wardrobe off the ground, with shoes you can really live in. Bass 100's are comfortable. And put together to keep your whole wardrobe up to date.

MSU BOOTERY

For the Women

225 E. Grand River

Open Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday 1-8 hours days of 6

Mall backer challenges CLC


Both groups are vying for support of the New River, which is the most common name for the series, and other groups.

Peter Hershman of Dayton Rubber, Proponents said that the debate's influence would not be lost on the public and that the debate's influence would be limited to the series, which is.

Anderson, member of CCL said Dayton was challenging a little of a causal group.

Several debates have already been scheduled and a number of hearings are in the works, he said.
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Aikido fees draw mixed reactions

By CATHRYN JAFFE

State News/Alligator

Student reaction was mixed this week as confusions set in over the newly identified fees for Aikido, the Japanese martial art, offered for the first time at the University of South Carolina.

When the Student Activities Fees Committee, which sets the student fees, created the fee last year, it was estimated that the fee would be $2.50. But that fee was later increased to $10.

A new fee was required to cover the costs of renting the Forest Lawn Community Center, where the Aikido classes are held.

The fee, which will be charged to all students, both men and women, who want to participate in Aikido, is $18. It goes into effect immediately.

Aikido has been offered on a trial basis at the University of Michigan, the University of Illinois and the University of Washington.

Aikido is a Japanese martial art that stresses the development of moral character and the improvement of physical fitness. It is a full-contact sport, and students are required to wear white pants and black belts.

The fee is intended to cover the costs of renting the Forest Lawn Community Center, where the Aikido classes are held.

The fee is expected to bring in approximately $18,000 a year, which will be used to pay for the rent and other expenses associated with the Aikido program.

The fee is being questioned by some students, who believe it is too high and that the program should be provided free of charge.

Others, however, believe the fee is necessary to continue the program and that it is a reasonable cost for the benefits provided by Aikido.

One student, who preferred to remain anonymous, said, "I think the fee is too high. I think the university should provide this program free of charge."
Tax proposal dies in committee

A legislative tax proposal was blocked from a potential final vote in the Senate when a bill to grant enough support in a House committee to make it to the floor was delayed by the Michigan legislature's procedural rules. The legislative proposal was drafted by the Michigan Education Association and several Democratic legislators as an alternative to the recently enacted tax relief for higher education

Students repudiate Shah

In Jolina L. Lane

SUN News staff writer

When students at Eastern Michigan University stand against their government, they do so to make a statement about their rights and their future. This statement is often interpreted as a protest against the Shah's regime in Iran.

The students' actions can be traced back to the 1970s, when they were faced with the challenge of protesting against the Shah's regime in Iran.

Another Illinois organization, the Illinois Students for a Better Life, was formed in 1973. This organization received widespread publicity after a series of demonstrations and sit-ins in the 1970s. The organization was strengthened by the influx of Iranian students who were protesting against the Shah's regime.

The organization has continued to grow and has become a major force in the struggle against the Shah's regime. Its members continue to fight for their rights and to make their voices heard.

Post open for vets

The post office will be open for veterans on Saturday, September 22, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The post office is located at 123 Main Street in Downtown Lansing. The post office will be closed on Memorial Day, July 4, Labor Day, and Thanksgiving.

The post office will also be open on Sunday, September 23, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The post office is open 365 days a year, except for the following holidays:

- New Year's Day
- Memorial Day
- Independence Day
- Labor Day
- Thanksgiving
- Christmas Day

We run with a 'Great Band!

Our 'Great Band!' includes a host of talented musicians, as well as a dynamic conductor. The band is known for its lively performances and its ability to engage the audience.

The band is composed of a variety of instruments, including the following:

- Trumpets
- Horns
- Trombones
- Euphoniums
- Baritones
- Tenors
- Baritones
- Tuba
- Bassoon

The band also includes a drum line and a color guard.

The band will be performing at various events throughout the year. Check out their schedule on our website for more information.

CAMPUS EDITION

J SHOPS

Math 108 & 109 Students
We have the Calculator you need!

Texas Instruments SR-40

With 48 of the most-needed functions to simplify problems solving — from basic arithmetic to higher math.

- ACS "- TI's unique Algebraic Operating System
- Why? Enter calculations as they're written. left to right
- Variable memory functions include store, recall, sum to memory and memory display exchange.

And we have a 90 day exchange if it should break down.

(like during Finals week)

- According to the terms of the TI Warranty

The nation's most respected Paralegal school welcomes the Class of '79

With graduation just around the corner, you can officially get down to the business of finding a job. And if you're looking for a special career, one with plenty of responsibility and challenge, it's time you learn more about The Institute for Paralegal Training.

After just three months of study, our Placement Service will find you a job in law or business. You'll be working closely with attorney and business people to learn the law. You'll be working in the city of your choice in a bank, insurance company, or law firm. You can be chosen for a position with a prestigious firm, or you can secure a position with a respected firm.

This is the best school in the city, and it's a great opportunity for you to learn.

We offer a graduate degree with diverse areas of emphasis and internships in challenging, career-oriented fields.

We'll send you our new course catalog and everything you need to know about an exciting career as a paralegal.

DO YOU KNOW ME?

Photograph for the Kinzie St. Hospital.

Lambert, 10 years after being photographed.

The Institute for Paralegal Training: 2515 Michigan Ave. Phone: 313-774-3611.

COURSE: 3 HOURS.

9 AM-12 NOON.

September 22, 23.

JOLLY RD. EAST OF 49TH

JOLLY RD. EAST OF 49TH

THURSDAY SEPT. 21

Dave Lam's Personal Show 12-2PM

Fridays: Dave Dancing in Downtown in Miss 3-7 PM

FRIDAY SEPT. 22

Dave Cameron from Fondues in Miss 3-7 PM

Monday: Modeling in Miss 3-7 PM

Jacobson's

Seventy-five percent of our students are employed in the field before graduation. In fact, 30 percent are employed by the time they graduate from the Institute.

We are committed to helping you prepare for a successful career in the exciting field of paralegal training. Contact us today to learn more about our programs and services.

We are located at 2515 Michigan Ave. in the heart of Detroit. Call us at 313-774-3611 or visit our website at instituteforparalegals.com to learn more about our courses and services.

We look forward to hearing from you soon!
The Jewelry Vault's  (Inside Hosler's)

ENORMOUS SALE
OF SOLID GOLD

You Must Save ¼ To ½!!
3 Days Only—Thursday, Friday, Saturday
$119,000 Stock Of GOLD

Use Your Bankcards
Or Our Free Lay-a-way

Splendid And Hot Priced
14KT And 18KT Contemporary
Gold Jewelry

- RINGS
- CHARMS
- CHAINS (all lengths, all weights)
- EARRINGS
- ANKLE BRACELETS
- STICK PINS
- WEDDING BANDS
- BANGLE BRACELETS
- STONE RINGS (for men & women)
- REMOUNT YOUR GEMS

The Jewelry Vault
Open 9:30 to 7:00 PM
Thursday and Friday, Saturday till 6:00
(inside Hosler's-203 E. Grand River)
Fire under investigation

Engineers and insurance com-

mission agents are in Moun-
tain Grove to investigate the

cause of the fire that swept

through the Forest Grove com-

munity yesterday. The fire,

which started yesterday

afternoon, forced the evacu-

ation of 100 people from their

homes.

Registration now open for 78-79 classes

CRISIS

Support The Striking Faculty

Please Do Not Help Break The Strike
By Accepting Employment At LCC

Sponsored by MSU Faculty Associates
Strength through faculty unity for an even better MSU

Want a truly
UNIQUE
home where
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
is lived and loved?

ASHER HOUSE
620 Abbott Rd.
3 blocks of campus

For information call 332-8188

WRANGLER® MENSWEAR

Here are the best-fitting jeans

in Cone Denim’s “Best-of-Best”

denim. This soft, brushed
denim of cotton and Dacron®
polyester turns the best of both

worlds - comfort and style.

For you, a perfect fit.

Cone Denim makes fabrics people live in.
Harden to propose affirmative action policy

(continued from page 1)

...actions on...student...exclusion.

The situation of whether...set...in...school...had...as...response to...affirmative action.

Pollock, who directed...as...in...Michigan...College...of...Education,...said...in...his...own...words,

"I...applaud...the...Michigan...State...University...Faculty...in...their...response...to...the...situation...of...student...exclusion.

Pollock, who directed...as...in...his...own...words,

"I...applaud...the...Michigan...State...University...Faculty...in...their...response...to...the...situation...of...student...exclusion.

He...had...said...Pollock,...however,...that...one...of...the...major...points...he...made...to...his...students...was...that...he's...not...proposing...to...be...reinstated...in...the...school...of...education...for...any...affirmative...action...

Pollock, who...had...said...he...had...been...in...a...meeting...with...the...president...and...the...dean...of...the...school...of...education...to...discuss...the...situation...of...student...exclusion...

He...had...also...said...Pollock,...however,...that...one...of...the...major...points...he...made...to...his...students...was...that...he's...not...proposing...to...be...reinstated...in...the...school...of...education...for...any...affirmative...action...

Pollock, who...had...said...he...had...been...in...a...meeting...with...the...president...and...the...dean...of...the...school...of...education...to...discuss...the...situation...of...student...exclusion...

He...had...also...said...Pollock,...however,...that...one...of...the...major...points...he...made...to...his...students...was...that...he's...not...proposing...to...be...reinstated...in...the...school...of...education...for...any...affirmative...action...
Homeless students have options

by NANCY NOLL
Homes News Staff Writer
Finding a place to live may be the hardest step for a homeless student looking to begin college. Universities, and some communities, have made strides in helping homeless students.

Michael Doherty, assistant director of operations, said the shelter provides housing to 22 students, many of whom are homeless. Doherty said the shelter provides temporary housing to students who are homeless or at risk of homelessness.

"We try to help them find permanent housing," Doherty said.

The shelter provides food, utilities, and laundry services. It also offers counseling services to help students deal with their homelessness.

"The shelter is a safe place for them," Doherty said.

Homeless students have options...
Skydiving...the experience is impossible to describe. The thrill, the fun, in all senses, open and life style, but they share a common bond - the will to live life to the full.

But sport parachuting is not only fun, it's also a healthy sport. And with the recent advances in equipment design and techniques, skydiving is growing rapidly.

We specialize in the hard to fit. Men sizes 34-95 narrow, medium, wide & x-wide. Not all sizes in the shoe picture.

John Ford's

STAGECOACH

A 1939 western classic starring John Wayne, with one of the greatest western chase scenes ever filmed

Thurs. 8:00 109 Anthony
Fri. 7:30 9:30 109 Anthony
Only $1.50-No RNA Passes

For Information Call 355-3357
Seldom has a hard-core flick tried to do so much. "TAKE OFF" IS THE BEST SO FAR. — Michael E. DeFigeroe.

"TAKE OFF" aims to please both the hard core fans and the crossover crowd that desires flesh with finesse. There are pleasures to be enjoyed by both audiences. THE WHOLE PROJECT SHOWS IMAGINATION AT WORK.

"Easily the most beautifully photographed adult feature ever made. "TAKE OFF" may be looked upon as a MILESTONE, breaking new ground for X-Rated films and it's superior quality will change the way we'll rate adult films from now on. IT MUST BE SEEN." — John Mrachek.

"If Paramount Pictures were to make an X-rated film, "TAKE OFF" would be it." — Connecticut Filmscope News.

"TAKE OFF" is the kind of flick that could give porn a good name." — Kaz'baud.

"Marlin dane gives one of the mostelectrifying and accomplished performances ever to grace a porn film." — Lynch's Film Column.

"…we've all been waiting for." — Xlentent.
**1. West Of Waverly**

He cracks the case

The Cheap Detective

Starring Peter Falk, Dom DeLuise, Ann Margret and many more.

"Bobby Deerfield"

*PORT OF YOUR CYCLING REEDS!

TODAY, TOMORROW OR NEVER

LAST TWO DAYS TO BUY PAC BARGAIN BOOKS

SEE THESE GREAT PLAYS

**MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING**

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

OCTOBER 10-14

**THE PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE**

JAY PRESSON ALLEN & MURIEL SPARK

NOVEMBER 7-11

**DEATH OF A SALESMAN**

ARTHUR MILLER

FEBRUARY 13-17

**CEREMONIES IN DARK OLD MEN**

APRIL 17-21

**THE THREE-PENNY OPERA**

BERTOLT BRECHT & KURT WEILL

MAY 15-19

5 FOR THE PRICE OF 4

ON SALE AT THE FAIRCHILD BOX OFFICE ONLY

12 NOON-5 PM OR CALL: 355-0148
Wednesday, October 11
8pm, Jenison Fieldhouse
$7.50 at Wherehouse Records II & III, Campus Corners II,
8 Sounds & Diversions, Recordland in Lansing Mall.

FRANKIE VALLI
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
8pm, Lansing Civic Center
$8.50 & 7.50 at the Civic Center Box Office, both Recordlands.
A Liberty Bell Production
How Eddie Smith was injured

Smith's injury was one of the biggest news stories of the year. According to MSR's head football coach, Darryl Rogers, Smith fell on his head and suffered the injury.

"It came after a few people who feel Eddie should run more,” Rogers said this week.

Salicco's Big 14 game was the big story of the day. MSR lost to Purdue, 21-14, in a game that was very exciting. It will be the final game for the Purdue football team. It will be the last game for the Purdue football team.
Cagers winning in Brazil tournaments

Coming were international experience and setting a head start on the Big Ten schedule, Sophomore Memorials Fred States and sophomore varsity teammates feigned with a 795-0 win in two tournaments in Brazil over the past two weeks.

Sunday, the Saturday’s Sophomore Second Brazil in the State of the Department of State and the Brazilian Sophomore Mem in the State of the Department of State and the Brazil-Del Reis in the City of the State of Brazil.

In the City of the State of Brazil, Brazil defeated the State and the Brazil-Del Reis in the State of the Department of State and the Brazil-Del Reis in the City of the State of Brazil.

Then, behind Darwin's "Dang!" the Sophomore Second Brazil defeated the State and the Brazil-Del Reis in the City of the State of Brazil.
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maxell
FOR THOSE WHO ARE SERIOUS ABOUT
QUALITY SOUND REPRODUCTION

NORMAL BIAS
90 MINUTE
BLANK CASSETTE
only... $3.50 EACH
NO LIMIT

HI-LEVEL BIAS
90 MINUTE
BLANK CASSETTE
only... $3.50 EACH
NO LIMIT

THE maxell
O-TRACK
FREE PACK
The box is beautiful... and FREE
with every four 90 MINUTE
8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
you buy. Quantities are limited

WHERE
CORNER OF CEDAR & MILLER RD.
6046 S. CEDAR PH: 394-4745

maxell

8-TRACK FREE PACK
w/4 LN 90 MINUTE
8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
ONLY... $11

Shepard’s Shoes
Super Shoe Giveaway

Come in NOW to register for Daily Drawings
Thursday, Sept. 21st
One pair, of Famolare Shoes of your choice FREE to winner.

Plus:
Gary Conminge, a representative of the Famolare Shoe Co. will be on hand giving away Famolare Sneakers, while they last. He’ll answer any questions you might have on Famolare’s unusual sole design. Famolare is the “Shape of Fashion for Fall.”

FREE T-Shirts with the purchase of any pair of Famolare Shoes.
Friday, Sept. 22nd
Two Pair of Bare Trap women’s Shoes to be given away to drawing winners

Plus:
George Miller from Bare Trap Shoes will be on hand introducing the entire fall line of Bare Traps. He’ll give you a chance to select from the few styles that even Shepards doesn’t stock. This can be invaluable if you are hard to fit.

Saturday, Sept. 23rd
The Grand Prize Drawing
The winner will receive his or her choice of any shoe or boot Shepard’s has in their great selection.
Open every night till 9:00 PM
Registration Week,
Drawings will be held at 8:45 PM
Register Today Nothing to Buy

Rent your own refrigerator... just pennies a day.

CONTACT:
BETWEEN 10 AM-7 PM CALL
394-2151
AFTER 7 P.M. CALL
393-9313

mini kool

317 E. Grand River 332-2815

stuff it.

Ruffy’s
Cocoa Butter

Gala Columbus

...
Poll shows Milliken in the lead; senate contest still in dead heat

MSU employee, grad, author dies at age 53
PROGRAM NOW ON CAMPUS

Food stamps available

By MARIA BRADFORD

Food Stamp Walk-Ins Students seeking assistance under their own bills may go to several Big Ten Com¬ munities this fall, such as the Food Stamp Outreach Program.

The program, allowed through the U.S. Department of Agriculture, is going on in a number of places for those students who want to apply to receive food stamps.

Outreach was started last fall by MSU, with lost food stamp applications more or less a critical need for food assistance at the Department of Human Services.

Betty Thoren, coordinator of the program said.

Thoren said the program is one of the most important programs that the government has. Thoren said that will be especially true when the situation is even worse. Through the Outreach Program, we are able to deal with the unique problems of the student applying for food stamps. It is a unique program because it is handled once a week. Students are not required to go to the office, but they are required to have all their records of food stamps.

Students must meet several requirements, which are determined by the government. A list of the requirements and the consequences will be made available through the program.

Many of the students are seen themselves before even applying to the program. Thoren said, "They are not able to meet the requirements and need the help of the Food Stamp Program to support themselves every month. They have enjoyed changes in the individual's situation and the Department of Human Services has been able to support the needs of students.

Students wishing to register in the program, at East Lansing or Meridian Township can be referred to by registering with a group of students. The Outreach Program will follow up with the student to ensure that the student is registered or that the student is registered in the correct group.

For more information, contact Thoren at the Office of Student Services.

Buses from library

schooled this term

Instead of having to walk home in the dark, students enrolled this term may be able to ride the two buses from the Trueblood Library to the Student Union.

The buses will run from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. on weekdays, and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends.

The library will be open until 9 p.m. on weekdays, and from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekends.

Through Thursday, the bus leaving the library will make stops at West Circle, in the Food Court and in the Main Library.

The buses will run every day, except for holidays.

For more information, contact the Office of Student Services.

For Fashion's Sake

Interested in modeling?

The State News is once again recruiting models for their Fall Fashion Tab "Fashion's Sake." To apply simply fill out the application below and return it with an attached photo to 344 Student Services.

Arts, Display Adv. - Fashion

(Include a self addressed stamped envelope so we can send your photo back to you.)

MODEL INFO

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

AGE

STUDENT #: ____________

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

HAIR COLOR

MEN: SHIRT SIZE

WOMEN: BLOUSE SIZE

Pants: Waist

Pants: Length

Dress: Length

SHOES: Size

HONEST ANSWERS PLEASE

Signature

REQUIRED READING

FOR SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS.

T H E S T U D E N T ' S C H O O L . .
T H E P R O F E S S I O N A L ' S C H O O L . .
T H E L O G I C A L C H O O S E . .

HEWLETT & PackARD

HEWLETT & PackARD

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-634-4025 except for Hawaii or Alaska. In Florida call 800-953-5710. And it works. Because we think buying a calculator is more than just a purchase. It's an investment in your future. For the address, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-634-4025 except for Hawaii or Alaska. In Florida call 800-953-5710. And it works. Because we think buying a calculator is more than just a purchase. It's an investment in your future.
Howard Rubenstein's article and the ads on the next page are based on a new development in the Grand River area...
WMSN and MSU Book Store Celebrate the arrival of Fall... And Welcome You Back to MSU by giving out PRIZES GALORE! Just Listen or Stop Down and Watch WMSN Broadcasting Live (640 am on your dial) From the Front Lobby of MSU Book Store on the Lower Level of the International Center.
Special Hours for Registration Week

FIRST WEEK

THURSDAY
Sept 21, 1978
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

FRIDAY
Sept 22, 1978
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

SATURDAY
Sept 23, 1978
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

SECOND WEEK

MONDAY
Sept 25, 1978
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

TUESDAY
Sept 26, 1978
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Sept 27, 1978
7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

REGULAR HOURS
7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

"MONEY MAN" HOURS - Buying Your Used Books

Thurs 9/21/78 & Fri 9/22/78 7:30-5:00 pm
JUST A BEGINNING, OFFICIALS FEAR

Teachers’ strikes hitting near-record pace

NEW YORK (AP) - Teachers’ strikes are beginning to spread across the United States, the leaders of a major teachers’ union said Friday, as teacher walkouts have become more common in recent years.

"As a result of the growing nationwide unrest about school affairs, union leaders and their followers believe that discontent is so deep that teachers’ organizations will only become more aggressive, and the number of strikes is on the rise," said Terry Shanker, president of the American Federation of Teachers, one of the nation’s largest labor organizations.

"In Bridgeport, Conn., where more than 150,000 teachers have been on strike for three weeks, teachers say they won’t go back without a major victory," Shanker said.

"Teachers are not alone, because it is difficult for taxpayers to see their children in school during spring break, which doesn’t make things easier for parents," Shanker said. "But, to us, teachers are the true professionals, and we will resist any attempts to reduce expenditures for education, but there’s no question that public schools are caught in the crossfire."

"They say they are targeting schools and districts because they are also worried about large class sizes, high salaries, lack of adequate staff, and so forth, and public officials can’t ignore the threat of teachers’ strikes, which are only on the rise in recent years."

"Teachers and other education professionals have grown frustrated by what they believe are inadequate educational policies, and the American Federation of Teachers is working to ensure that teachers have a voice in educational decisions," Shanker said.

"The strike in Bridgeport is just one example of the growing unrest in the nation’s classrooms. In Michigan, 7,000 teachers have been on strike for two weeks, and in California, 1,500 teachers have been on strike since September," Shanker said.

"We believe that the federal government should make a public school teacher's health an issue," Shanker said. "That’s why we are calling for a moratorium on teacher strikes, and we believe that the strike in Bridgeport is only the beginning of a nationwide teachers’ strike movement."

"Teachers are not going to stand idly by while their students’ education is not being protected, and we will continue to fight for better educational policies and conditions for our students," Shanker said.

"We are not alone, and we believe that other teachers across the country will join us in our fight for better educational conditions for our students," Shanker said.

"Teachers’ strikes are hitting near-record pace, but they will not be the last," Shanker said. "We will continue to fight for better educational policies and conditions for our students, and we believe that the strike in Bridgeport is just the beginning of a nationwide teachers’ strike movement."

"We believe that the federal government should make a public school teacher's health an issue, and we will continue to fight for better educational policies and conditions for our students," Shanker said.
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Long-lost book

SAVEM, Index (AP) — Making for 47 years "The Book of Night" has finally returned to the place on the shelves of the Nation Public Library.

The book, written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and published in 1904, was recently discovered in a small town library. The discovery is significant as the book was thought to be lost forever.

J. Doe, a local librarian, said, "It's a remarkable find. We had no idea this book was even missing."

The book is a collection of short stories and is considered a classic work of literature. It has been praised for its unique style and originality.

The book was first published in 1904 and has since become a classic in the literary world. It is known for its imaginative plot and characters.

The discovery of the book has been hailed as a major achievement for the library and the town.

"It's a great day for us," said Doe. "This book has been missing for so long, and now it's finally back in our hands."
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY OLIN HEALTH CENTER

PROGRAM STATEMENT

CHARGES FOR SERVICES RENDERED

The Health Clinic does provide full coverage for office visits to eligible students when Olin Health Center. Patients will be charged $12 for diagnosis procedures and treatments. Medications and other services may be charged according to the type of service provided. The charge for the first year is $40.00, and the charge for the second year is $60.00. The charge for all other services is $80.00.

SPECIALTY CLINICS

Wort Clinic

Allergy assessment for the resolution of superficial skin lesions. Additional charges may be incurred for patients who require Repeat office visits. Patients may be charged a fee for the initial office visit. The charge for the initial office visit is $25.00.

Gynecology Clinic

This clinic provides diagnostic and treatment services for gynecologic conditions. The charge for the initial office visit is $25.00.

Dental Service

This clinic provides diagnostic and treatment services for dental conditions. The charge for the initial office visit is $25.00.

Mental Health

This clinic provides diagnostic and treatment services for mental health conditions. The charge for the initial office visit is $25.00.

OLIN CENTER STAFF PHYSICIANS

Richard Beaujard, M.D.

Allen C. Onstetter, M.D.

Hamish J. Stoddard, M.D.

Paul S. Alexander, M.D.

Olga O. Johnson, M.D.

H. Delores Steadman, M.D.

J. Michael P. Johnson, M.D.

L. Michael J. S. Johnson, M.D.

Reginald W. Johnson, M.D.

Helen J. Reade, M.D.